Training sessions provided – results from online feedback received 1/1/2017 to 31/10/2017

Note: The feedback form was only created in May and not used systematically for all training provided. It was mostly used when group training was delivered. In 2018 a feedback form will be requested for all training sessions delivered (one on one or group, though not for general orientation sessions).

The online form:

Training Session Feedback

Thanks for attending the Library training session.
We’d appreciate some feedback to help improve future presentations.

Date of the training session
DDMMYYYY

Your occupation and department

The aims / objectives of the session were stated and met. (required)
☐ Substantially ☐ Mostly ☐ To some degree ☐ Not at all

The training provided me with knowledge and skills that will enhance my professional development. (required)
☐ Substantially ☐ Mostly ☐ To some degree ☐ Not at all

The presenter was knowledgeable and communicated the information clearly. (required)
☐ Substantially ☐ Mostly ☐ To some degree ☐ Not at all

Training material was clear and easy to understand. (required)
☐ Substantially ☐ Mostly ☐ To some degree ☐ Not at all

I would recommend this training course to others
☐ Yes ☐ No

I gained the most benefit from:

Any other comments?
Knowledge

Presenter

Materials
Benefits identified by attendees

Learning about all the features now available in the library and the help that is available like lit searches.
Features of library website and services available
All of it
The overview of the resources available
The overview of the resources available
Learning how to import references from PDFs
importing references.
Learning how to navigate the library catalogues and finding articles.
understanding how to search for articles via library home page
Wow so much to consider and many ways to access info. Really helpful and would thoroughly recommend attending. Thank you
Knowing about what services via web and how to access SEL services
Awareness of the links to guidelines and evidence based practice resources on the SMHS library website. I am now aware of high quality resources that I thought I was going to have to create myself.
Learning about the resources available on the library site.
A review of search the library for articles. The downloading of the information to End-Note The way to include references into a document using End-Note.
Assistance with downloading the End-Note application to my laptop. I could not have done this by myself. Training in the basics of End-Note
Clear and patient instructions. training in how to use the library. Introduction to EndNote
Clear and patient instructions. training in how to use the library. Introduction to EndNote
Awareness of what is available on the library site
Learning the library does education sessions and learning how easy it is to request articles
Overview of all aspects as there were some areas I was not familiar with.
Handouts and running through the webpage areas step by step
How to access medication information and use the tools available.
the clear descriptions of the various places to look for information, the advice about EndNote training, and the advice about assistance with literature searches. I was
also very glad to hear that I can access the library from home and that I can have help with learning End Note Learning the full breadth of resources available. Particularly "Services" everything

General comments provided by attendees

Thank you very much for a highly useful and interesting session. Very useful for our training. Really appreciated your time
Very impressive array of resources and assistance from SE metro staff
Nice and tailored approach to the audience's needs getting used to the End Note menus was also helpful
Very useful, thank you
Great resource
Thank you for the extremely informative education session, the library is a fantastic service that we are lucky to have.
Thank you for your generosity and patience in helping me. This has been invaluable as I was having difficulty trying to learn these skills on my own. Thank you so much. Your help is so appreciated.
Thank you this was a priceless session for me
Thank you so much
Thank you so much
Lovely presenters
Given the poor facilitates I thought the library team did really well to overcome these and deliver a good presentation.
Maybe do the session in a more appropriate room. But you both did really well.
Thanks
Would like to host a session in the department in the future for rest of staff. Thank you so much. I was very glad to come along today and the session was exceptionally helpful.
Fantastic intro into what is available. The lighting situation and data projector quality was a shame, wondering if there are better alternatives within RPH somewhere or could this room be improved by RPH Mgt.